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Abstract

In this era of digital communication and social
media, texting and chatting among individu-
als occur mainly through code-mixed or Ro-
manized versions of the native language preva-
lent in the region. The presence of Romanized
and code-mixed language develops the need to
build NLP systems in these domains to leverage
the digital content for various use cases. This
paper describes our contribution to the subtask
MCEC of the shared task WASSA 2023:Shared
Task on Multi-Label and Multi-Class Emotion
Classification on Code-Mixed Text Messages.
We explore how one can build sentence trans-
formers models for low-resource languages us-
ing unsupervised data by leveraging contrastive
learning techniques described in the SIMCSE
paper and using the sentence transformer de-
veloped to build classification models using the
SetFit approach. Additionally, we’ll publish
our code and models on GitHub and Hugging-
Face, two open-source hosting services.

1 Introduction

The WASSA 2023 Shared Task on Multi-Label
and Multi-Class Emotion Classification on Code-
Mixed Text Messages (Ameer et al., 2022) aims
at building multi-class and multi-label classifica-
tion systems to detect if a code-mixed text message
has neutral emotion or any of the eleven provided
emotions which accurately describe the sentiment
behind the text message and the author’s emotional
state. These eleven emotions are trust, joy, opti-
mism, anticipation, disgust, sadness, fear, anger,
surprise, love, and pessimism. The core purpose
of the shared task is to understand how robust and
accurate NLP systems can be built to perform NLU
tasks like emotion detection. Many researchers
have tried to approach NLU tasks like sentiment
classification in code-mixed Urdu earlier and have
been attempting to make robust systems to under-
stand how accurately NLP systems can understand
code-mixed Urdu (Sharf and Rahman, 2018). To

begin, code-mixed Urdu may include words and
phrases from many languages, including English,
Urdu, and Hindi. This makes it challenging for
NLP systems to reliably identify the language of
each word and decide the appropriate language
model to apply for text processing.

Second, code-mixed Urdu might feature compli-
cated linguistic phenomena such as code-switching,
the practice of switching between languages within
a sentence or discourse. This can make it chal-
lenging for NLP systems to effectively recognize
language borders and decide the appropriate lan-
guage model to apply for each section of the text.

Finally, code-mixed Urdu may contain translit-
erated words, loanwords, and other linguistic ele-
ments not found in conventional Urdu or English.
This can make it challenging for NLP algorithms
to recognize and understand these phrases effec-
tively. Researchers are building more advanced
NLP models based on the transformer architecture
designed to handle code-mixed text to meet these
problems. These models employ transfer learning
approaches, which entail pre-training a model on a
vast dataset of code-mixed text before fine-tuning it
for a specific purpose. Processing and interpreting
code-mixed Urdu and other code-mixed languages
are becoming more viable using these more com-
plex models (Devlin et al., 2019).

Many researchers have also started building sen-
tence transformer models by training pre-trained
transformer models based on the Sentence-BERT
paper (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) using the sen-
tence transformers framework1. These trained sen-
tence transformers can generate sentence embed-
ding vectors, which can be used for many down-
stream tasks like classification, clustering, and in-
formation retrieval. The significant advantage of
sentence transformers is that the embedding vec-
tors they generate can capture the respective text’s
syntactic and semantic meaning.

1https://www.sbert.net/index.html
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Emotion Label Number of Samples
neutral 3262
trust 1118
joy 1022
optimism 880
anticipation 832
disgust 687
sadness 486
fear 453
anger 226
surprise 199
love 187
pessimism 178

Table 1: Train Dataset Description

This paper describes our approach based on train-
ing a sentence transformers model using the pre-
trained MURIL (Khanuja et al., 2021) transformer
model based on the BERT architecture. We lever-
age contrastive learning techniques described in
the SIMCSE paper (Gao et al., 2021) to train our
sentence transformer model on unsupervised data
in Romanized Urdu and Hindi. We call this trained
sentence transformer model MURIL-SIMCSE. We
further utilize the SetFit framework2 (Tunstall et al.,
2022) to fine-tune our MURIL-SIMCSE model on
the training dataset of the Multi-class Emotion Clas-
sification (MCEC) subtask of the shared task to per-
form emotion detection in a multi-class prediction
setting.

We will release all our code on GitHub3 and
fine-tuned models on HuggingFace4 .

2 Dataset Description

The dataset of the MCEC track of the shared task
consists of three subsets, namely the train, dev, and
test set. The train and dev set consists of exam-
ples wherein we have the code-mixed sms message
and the respective emotion label assigned to the
message. The test set contains the code-mixed sms
messages on which the approach will be tested and
the gold labels against which the predicted labels
will be compared. Table 1 and Table 2 describes the
train and dev datasets for the number of examples
in each emotion label.

3 Related Work

Reimers and Gurevych (2019) released the Sen-
tence BERT architecture, constructed by altering

2https://github.com/huggingface/setfit
3https://github.com/bp-high/WASSA_Code-Mixed_

Shared_Task
4https://huggingface.co/bpHigh

Emotion Label Number of Samples
neutral 388
trust 125
joy 131
optimism 110
anticipation 94
disgust 113
sadness 62
fear 52
anger 35
surprise 35
love 17
pessimism 29

Table 2: Dev Dataset Description

BERT. The method employs Siamese and triplet
network topologies on top of a BERT network to
construct sentence embeddings with considerable
semantic information. These sentence embeddings
can be used for downstream tasks like clustering,
classification, and information retrieval. Further-
more, sentence transformer models can be trained
by introducing a pooling layer on top of any pre-
trained transformer model and by using annotated
datasets that can inform the model that a pair of
sentences have a degree of semantic similarity or a
triplet where two sentences have a certain similar-
ity. The third example is supposed to be dissimilar
from the other two.

Khanuja et al. (2021) released a research paper
and a new transformer model based on BERT ar-
chitecture called MuRIL, which was trained in En-
glish and 16 other languages spoken in the Indian
subcontinent region. The 16 other languages are
Assamese (as), Bengali (bn), Gujarati (gu), Hindi
(hi), Kannada (kn), Kashmiri (ks), Malayalam (ml),
Marathi (mr), Nepali (ne), Oriya (or), Punjabi (pa),
Sanskrit (sa), Sindhi (sd), Tamil (ta), Telugu (te)
and Urdu (ur). It was trained using Masked lan-
guage modeling and translation language model-
ing objectives. The authors show that MuRIL can
outperform mBERT on the XTREME benchmark
(Hu et al., 2020), Multilingual BERT (mBERT)
achieves an average performance of 59.1, whereas
MURIL achieves an average performance of 68.6.
In the XNLI sentence classification task (Conneau
et al., 2018), the MuRIL transformer has an ac-
curacy of 67.7 in Urdu, whereas mBERT has an
accuracy of 58.2.

Gao et al. (2021) shows how unsupervised
datasets like simple text input sentences can be
used to train and build sentence transformer mod-
els. In the unsupervised SIMCSE approach, the
same input text sentence is passed to the pre-trained
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encoder twice; as we use standard dropout, the two
sentence embeddings of the same input sentence
passed twice will be at slightly different positions.
While training, the distance to other embeddings of
the other sentences in the same batch (which serve
as negative examples) will be maximized. The dis-
tance between these two embeddings of the same
input sentence will be minimized.

Tunstall et al. (2022) released a research paper
and the SetFit framework to build a robust sen-
tence classifier for small datasets using sentence
transformers. The SetFit works by fine-tuning the
sentence transformer on the respective dataset us-
ing contrastive learning. The fine-tuned sentence
transformer is then used to generate sentence em-
beddings to train the classification layer.

4 Methodology

In this section, we describe our approach to training
sentence transformer model based on the MuRIL
pretrained transformer and further building multi-
class classifier systems by finetuning the MURIL-
SIMCSE model on the training data of the multi-
class emotion classification track of the shared task.

4.1 Training MURIL-SIMCSE model
For training the sentence transformer on top of
MuRIL pretrianed transformer using contrastive
learning approach we first build a dataset of input
text sentences in Urdu by utilizing previously pub-
lished code-mixed and romanized Urdu datasets.
We use the following two datasets to generate the
input sentences in Urdu for the train dataset:-

1. HS-RU-20 (Khan et al., 2021) 5

2. Roman Urdu Hate Speech (Rizwan et al.,
2020) 6

As both these datasets have text and labels and
contain hate/toxic examples to contain bias and
toxicity, we filter only the normal/ non-hateful/non-
toxic examples from these datasets and curate them
for the train dataset. We get 13404 input sen-
tences in Urdu from the above-described datasets,
which are relatively low for training contrastive
learning-based sentence transformer models. We
assume that Hindi is similar in spoken forms to
Urdu to increase the number of input sentences.

5https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
drkhurramshahzad/hate-speech-roman-urdu

6https://huggingface.co/datasets/roman_urdu_
hate_speech

Model Number of Iterations Epochs
MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V1 8 1

MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V2 15 2

MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V3 20 2

MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V4 25 2

Table 3: Hyperparameters

Although they are written in different scripts in
the Romanized format, they should be similar. So
we add romanized hindi sentences from the Hing-
Corpus dataset7 (Nayak and Joshi, 2022) to our
pure romanized Urdu sentences dataset and gen-
erate a final dataset of two hundred thousand sen-
tences(200,000).

We train the model for one epoch, with a batch
size of 32 using AdamW as the optimizer with
WarmupLinear scheduler and 20000 warmup steps,
the learning rate being 2e-05.

4.2 Training SetFit based classifiers
Using the trained MuRIL-SIMCSE sentence trans-
former model, we further develop classifiers using
the SetFit framework (Tunstall et al., 2022) and
the training dataset of the MCEC track. Figure 1
shows the training process according to the SetFit
framework.

We train four versions of the SetFit-based classi-
fier using different hyperparameters. The various
hyperparameters associated with each version can
be found in Table 3. In all the different versions
we keep the value of batch size same and the value
of batch size is 16. All versions are trained using
cosine similarity loss, same learning rate of 2e-05,
same seed with value 42, same warmup proportion
of 0.1.

5 Results

The result for all the different MURIL-SIMCSE-
SETFIT model versions on the test dataset are pre-
sented in Table 4.

We notice that the SetFit framework based
model’s performance improves as we increase
the value of the hyperparameter ’number of itera-
tions’ while training. This hyperparameter refers
to the number of iterations for which the sentence
pairs would be generated for sentence transformer
fine-tuning process in the SetFit training process.
Even though we notice this general trend we also
have to consider that although accuracy increased

7https://github.com/l3cube-pune/
code-mixed-nlp
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Figure 1: SetFit training process

Model Macro F1-Score Recall Precision Accuracy
MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V1 0.3764 0.5642 0.5642 0.5642

MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V2 0.5657 0.6792 0.6792 0.6792

MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V3 0.5345 0.6843 0.6843 0.6843

MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V4 0.6400 0.7044 0.7044 0.7044

Table 4: Metric Values of the different SetFit models on the test dataset

from MURIL-SIMCSE-SETFIT-V2 to MURIL-
SIMCSE-SETFIT-V3 the Macro-F1 score dipped.

6 Limitations

Train Dataset for MuRIL-SIMCSE: While we
try to minimize the hateful samples in this dataset
by removing all the toxic/hateful samples of the
respective datasets used to form this dataset, there
could be samples containing certain biases like
gender bias and racial bias. Also the dataset con-
tains the respective languages written in the Roman
script, so the results might not be transferable to
the respective native scripts of the languages.

MURIL-SIMCSE: The model was trained on
a single Tesla P100 GPU for 9 hrs. We could have
trained further and on more data, but we could not
due to resource and economic constraints.

7 Conclusion

We describe our approach in this paper for the
MCEC track of the subtask. We leverage the unsu-
pervised training method using contrastive learning
for developing a sentence-transformer model from
MuRIL pre-trained model for romanized code-
mixed Urdu. We leverage this sentence-transformer
model to build multi-class classifiers using the pro-
vided training data and the SetFit framework. We
show how increasing the value of the hyperparame-
ter number of iterations increases the performance
of the classifiers. Further, we will examine how
increasing the unsupervised text examples dataset
used for training the MURIL-SIMCSE sentence
transformer affects the performance of the classi-

fiers built on top of it. We would also look into
whether our assumption to mix Romanized Hindi
text examples with Urdu examples produces actual
benefit or more noise. At the same time, it is not
necessary that text examples in Hindi and Urdu
would be equivalent even in the Romanized form.
For example, Urdu and Hindi speakers romanize
the retroflex R differently8 . Taking the word study
as an example, it would be "parho" in Roman Urdu
and "padho" in Roman Hindi.
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